CUTTER NOT CUTTING EVENLY FOR ALL PROCUT SYSTEMS
Uneven cutting by the cutter is defined as cutting correctly in one area of the vinyl but cutting too deep or too shallow in another area across the width of the cutter.

This issue may occur on any of the ProCut systems.
When this issue occurs, first, inspect the teflon cutting strip below the cutter blade all across the length of the cutter.
The cutting strip should be smooth without any damage.

See cutting strip cross sections

CR Series

Contour / Servo
If the teflon cutting strip has been cut by the cutting blade it is likely that the strip will need to be replaced.
- With the cutting strip profile displaced, the blade is unsupported and will now penetrate through the vinyl in the damaged area

- CR Series

- Contour / Servo
It is possible to temporarily fix this condition by using a flat tool to push the displacement flat again.
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Although this repair should produce acceptable results we recommend replacing the cutting strip.

- CR Series

- Contour / Servo
A special condition of uneven cutting is cutting normal on both left and right ends and shallow in the center with the cutting strip undamaged.

If this occurs, the cutting mat may need to be shimmed. Contact Cutterpros for assistance with cutting mat shimming.
The End

Please review our tutorials for more information on particular features. 

To speak with a technician, submit a ticket at 
http://www.cutterpros.com/support/ or call 888-828-8776 x227
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